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Tasveer and Vadehra Art Gallery New Delhi are delighted to present an exhibition of photographs by Indian artist, 
and renowned printmaker, Jyoti Bhatt. The 48 images in this exhibition chronicle the artists’s travels through rural 
environments in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, West Bengal and Bihar, from 1967 to 1995. 
Bhatt has been actively engaged with photography since the mid 60s, and these images constitute an important chapter 
in the history of photography in India, demonstrating great artistic sensibility, creativity and a unique understanding of 
traditional cultures. Each print can be seen as an artwork in its own right, as well as a historical document and visual 
aide to Bhatt’s paintings and prints. 

 
Bhatt began documenting the folk and tribal culture of rural India in the summer of 1967. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan had 
organised a seminar in Bombay on the folk arts of Gujarat and invited Bhatt to participate. He traveled widely, visiting 
villages and tribal regions, photographing folk arts and craft traditions in their original environments, along with the 
people who inhabited these spaces. 

 
Bhatt’s journeys with his camera across rural India have had a profound effect on him both personally and as an artist 
– he developed a deep admiration for the skills and aesthetic judgements of rural communities during his travels, and 
he began to understand how the art forms of traditional societies were intrinsically connected to human sensibility. As a 
result, much of his work records village and indigenous art forms, the photographs synthesise human figures with static 
background that show painted, or drawn, images on walls or floors. Bhatt avoids the prevalent tendencies to objectify 
and sentimentalise – remaining acutely and continually sensitive to the psychological and material changes within the 
inhabitants of these societies, as they responded to urbanisation, and change. He seldom captures his human subjects 
off-guard or unaware; they are fully conscious of his camera and stare directly at the lens. 

 
 
Opening & Preview                   April 19 2014, 6pm - 9pm 

 
Vadehra Art Gallery 
D-53 Defence Colony 
New Delhi 110024 
+91 11 46103550, 46103551 

 
Exhibition continues                April 21 to May 14  2014 

Monday to Saturday, 11am - 7pm 
 
 
Contact                                      Annu Dey: annu@tasveerarts.com, +91 9481886913 

Blessy Augustine: blessy@vadehraart.com, +91 9873877125 
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A woman drawing a mandana design, 
Rajasthan, 1980 ©Jyoti Bhatt / TASVEER 
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Three Harijan girls, 1979 
© Jyoti Bhatt / TASVEER 
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Rural courtyard, Banasthali, Rajasthan, 

1972, © Jyoti Bhatt / TASVEER 
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Interior of a Rajawar tribal house, 

Madhya Pradesh, 1983 
© Jyoti Bhatt / TASVEER 
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Rajasthan, 1988, 
© Jyoti Bhatt / TASVEER 

 
 
 
 
 

i) All image captions must appear as they have been given to the lessee by Tasveer (see above), and neither 
abbreviated nor edited in anyway. 

 
ii) All image captions must mention “Courtesy Tasveer and Vacheron Constantin” 

 
iii) Any changes to the content such as the cropping of images, or image text overlay, must be approved by 

Tasveer before publication. 
 

iv) Content must not be republished at any point in the future without Tasveer’s prior permission. 
 
 

The content in this press release is licensed solely on the condition that any such article is concluded with the 
following footnote: 

 
Jyoti Bhatt - Photographs from Rural India, has been organised by Tasveer in collaboration with 
Vacheron Constantin. 
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About Jyoti Bhatt 
 

Jyoti Bhatt was born in 1934 in Bhavnagar, Gujarat. He grew up in a stimulating environment, where his father managed 
the educational institute ‘Shishu-Vihar’, which trained and guided young art students. This proved highly influential as 
Bhatt took an interest in drawing at an early age and went on to study and then teach at numerous art schools across the 
world. He studied painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Baroda from 1950 to 1956, under NS Bendre, KG Subramanyan 
and Sankho Choudhuri. During these years he also learnt the art of fresco painting at Banasthali Vidyapith in Rajasthan 
and began teaching. In 1961 Bhatt won an Italian government scholarship to study at the Academia Di Belle Arti in 
Naples for two years. From Italy, he went to the Pratt Institute in New York, where he had received a Fulbright fellowship. 
He was trained in the graphic arts and began to take a particular interest in printmaking. 

 
Bhatt returned to Vadodara in 1966 and continued to teach painting at the Faculty of Fine Arts. However, his own 
interests were deviating from painting, towards his new passions of printmaking and photography. In 1967 Bharatiya 
Vidya Bhavan organised a seminar in Bombay on the folk arts of Gujarat and it was this that inspired Bhatt to begin 
working on what was to become a major, but relatively unexplored part of his work. He travelled through Gujarat, visiting 
villages and tribal regions, many of which he had never seen before and took photographs of the changing world he 
encountered. His pursuit to qualify the camera as a painter’s tool is evident in the landmark exhibition he organised 
in 1969, ‘Painters with a Camera’. 

 
Bhatt’s work is held in over twenty-six public collections, including the Museum of Modern Art, New York, the Indira 
Gandhi National Centre for Arts, Delhi, the Uffizi Gallery, Florence and the British Museum, London. He has won 
numerous prizes including The Presidents Gold Plaque, gold medal at the International Print Biennale, Italy, UNESCO 
Photo contest, Japan and the top prize and ‘FOTOKINA’ World Photography Contest, Germany. He has also painted 
a number of public murals including at Parliament House, New Delhi. To date he has had over twenty-five solo shows, 
both in India and abroad. He lives and continues to work in Vadodara, India. 

 
 

About Tasveer 
 

Established in 2006, Tasveer began as the first pan-Indian gallery dedicated exclusively to photography. They have 
established themselves as one of the leading photography venues in India, with gallery spaces in Bangalore, Delhi, 
Kolkata, Mumbai and Ahmedabad. 

 
Representing some of the world’s most prolific and celebrated photographers, Tasveer is committed to broaden the 
awareness of and appreciation for fine art photography. The gallery maintains an ongoing close creative relationship 
with Indian arts focused organisations as well as strong collaborative relationships with other galleries, artists, corporate 
partners and sponsors. 

 
 

About Vadehra Art Gallery 
 

Since its inception in 1987, Vadehra Art Gallery has promoted contemporary Indian art through exhibitions, retrospectives, 
publications and educational programmes. Working across generations, the Gallery represents some of India’s finest 
artists – from the modernists M F Husain, Ram Kumar, S H Raza and Tyeb Mehta and the subsequent generation of 
artists Arpita Singh, A Ramachandran, Gulammohammed Sheikh, Paramjit Singh, Ganesh Pyne, Jogen Chowdhury 
and Mrinalini Mukherjee to contemporary artists like Shilpa Gupta, Atul Dodiya, Anju Dodiya, Zakkir Hussain and Atul 
Bhalla, among others. Apart from showcasing Indian artists, the Gallery is also committed to hosting exhibitions of 
significant international artists for Indian audiences and has held exhibitions of Wolfgang Laib, Yoko Ono, Bernd and 
Hilla Becher, Pablo Picasso and Francis Bacon, among others. 

 
The Gallery branched into art publishing in 1996 to make up for the lack of documentation and scholarship on modern 
and contemporary Indian art and has published 15 monographs and overview publications and more than 200 catalogues 
since. 


